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QUESTION 1

Why do organizations often struggle to scale their on-premises application infrastructure? 

A. Scaling compute instances could breach compliance and/or regulation 

B. Increasing compute capacity is time-consuming and costly 

C. Their serverless compute functions struggle to meet the demand 

D. Their multi-cloud architecture is complex and expensive 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A Multiple projects within your organization have long-term VM usage. Based on current demand, they are able to
project into the future and estimate how many VM hours they will use every year. Going in for a committed use contract
seems sensible. How can you configure committed use easily across all the projects? 

A. Enable committed use with discount sharing for the projects 

B. Review the usage of resources by each project on a daily basis. Enable committed use for the following day based
on that number, so that it gives maximum granularity without wastage. 

C. Take a report of each project\\'s use in the last year. Enable committed use on a per- project basis based on the
previous year\\'s numbers. 

D. Share a Google Sheet and request each project team to send in their estimate. Enable committed use accordingly on
a per-project basis. 

Correct Answer: A 

Enable committed use discounts are applied to the project from which you purchased it. To share the discount across
multiple projects linked to your Cloud Billing account, enable committed use discount sharing from the console. When
you enable committed use discount sharing, all of your current active committed use dis-counts in all the projects under
the same Cloud Billing account, including those you previously purchased and new ones you purchase in the future are
shared across your Cloud Billing account. Your sustained use discounts are also pooled and shared across all projects
within your Cloud Billing account. 

 

QUESTION 3

An organization wants to search hundreds of scanned documents for key information like dates, names, and other
specific words. Why should the organization use application programming interfaces (APIs)? 

A. To replace the scanned documents with an online survey 

B. To ingest data in real time and encrypt unmatched words 

C. To create digital versions of the documents and locate key information 
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D. To transform the documents into unstructured data. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Your client is a financial services company giving loans based on customer profiles. As part of the regulatory
compliance, they have to collect a bunch of different documents with know your cus-tomer (KYC) information. They
want to be able to process the information in these documents quickly and at scale. They want to integrate the chosen
solution as quickly as possible. What are your options on Google Cloud? 

A. Integrate the Cloud Vision API to create a custom model to handle the documents. 

B. Create a model using TensorFlow and integrated it into the process workflow. 

C. Integrate the Lending DocAI and Document AI in two there processes workflow of the processing loan requests. 

D. Integrate the Natural Language API to read the request sent in by clients and to process the forms. 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: Lending DocAI is a pre-packaged AI solution that speeds "up the mortgage workflow processes to easily
process loans and automate document data capture, while ensuring the accuracy and breadth of different documents
(e.g., 

tax statements and asset documents)." 

https://cloud.google.com/solutions/lending-doc-ai 

 

QUESTION 5

An organization\\'s applications run on an inflexible, on-premises architecture. The organization has decided to
modernize their existing applications with the cloud. What may have prompted this business decision? 

A. Developers want cloud providers to take full control of their application performance. 

B. IT managers want cloud providers to automatically deploy their infrastructure. 

C. IT managers want to stop making gradual changes. 

D. Developers want to test ideas and experiment with more ease. 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: Modernizing applications means they can make alterations and innovate more easily. 
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